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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO
STATE OF IDAHO, )
) NO. 43035 & 43737
Plaintiff-Respondent, )
) OWYHEE COUNTY NO. CR 2014-376
v. )
)
SABINA HALLAM, )      APPELLANT'S BRIEF
)      IN SUPPORT OF
Defendant-Appellant. )      PETITION FOR REHEARING
___________________________)
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case
Sabina Hallam seeks rehearing of this Court’s Opinion in this case, State v.
Hallam, 2016 Unpublished Opinion No. 774 (Ct. App. Nov. 9, 2016) (hereinafter,
Opinion).  She submits that this Court incorrectly concluded that Ms. Hallam’s restitution
claim was not preserved for appeal.
Statement of the Facts & Course of Proceedings
The Statement of the Facts and Court of Proceedings were set forth in the
Appellant’s Brief and are incorporated herein by reference.
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ISSUE




The Restitution Claim Was Preserved For Appeal
When addressing the restitution claim in this case, this Court noted that
Ms. “Hallam’s trial counsel did not object to the quantum of evidence presented by the
State or allege that the restitution amount was not based on substantial evidence.”
(Opinion, p.7.)  Further, this Court noted that Ms. Hallam had filed an objection to
restitution, but this document was not in the record.1  (Opinion, p.7.)  This Court
concluded,
“because Hallam failed to provide a basis for the objection to the restitution amount,
failed to object to the method by which restitution was calculated, and failed to claim the
restitution order was not based on substantial evidence, she failed to preserve any
objection to the amount of restitution.”  (Opinion, p.7.)  Ms. Hallam respectfully submits
that this Court should rehear this issue because this issue does not need to be
preserved by an objection at the hearing.
Ms. Hallam notes that the State never asserted that the restitution claim was not
preserved for appeal.  (See generally, Respondent’s Brief.)  Thus, she did not have the
opportunity to address his claim in previous briefing to this Court.  Further, Ms. Hallam’s
claim, that the restitution award was not supported by substantial evidence, was a claim
that the evidence was insufficient to establish the award.  This Court, and the Idaho
Supreme Court, have held that, “sufficiency of the evidence may be raised for the first
time on appeal.” State v. Wright, 154 Idaho 157, 158 n.1 (Ct. App. 2013); see also
State v. Faught, 127 Idaho 873, 877 (1995); State v. Ashley, 126 Idaho 694, 695
1 Ms. Hallam acknowledges that a document titled, “Objection to Restitution And Notice Of Hearing” was
filed in the district court and is not in the record on appeal.  Appellate counsel acknowledges his error in
not providing this document on appeal.
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(Ct. App. 1994).  While these cases are appeals from judgments of conviction, their
holdings apply to restitution orders as well, which are considered civil matters.
In Ashley, this Court based its conclusion that sufficiency of the evidence did not
need to be preserved in the district court based on the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
Ashley, 126 Idaho at 695.  This Court stated,
we note that the rules of civil procedure specifically provide that, ‘The
failure of a party to move for a directed verdict, for a judgment
notwithstanding the verdict, or for a new trial shall not preclude appellate
review of the sufficiency of the evidence when proper assignment of error
is made in the appellate court.’  In the absence of any rule to the contrary
in the Idaho Criminal Rules, we believe that consistency between the civil
and criminal rules is preferable.  Accordingly, we reject the State’s
contention that Ashley’s challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence to
support the verdict has not been preserved for appellate review.
Id. at 695-96.  The Civil Rules still provide that no objection in the district court is
required.  See I.R.C.P. 50(b)(3).
Thus, Ms. Hallam submits that she was not required to provide a basis for the
objection to the restitution amount, or to object to the method by which restitution was
calculated, or claim the restitution order was not based on substantial evidence, in order
to preserve the claim that the restitution award was not supported by the evidence.  The
Idaho Supreme Court noted in Faught that, while Faught did not offer evidence at trial,
“[h]e put the State to its proof to determine if it could establish guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt. The challenge to the sufficiency of the evidence is not based on a technical or
subtle defect. The defense simply says that there was not enough admissible evidence
to convict the defendant.” Faught, 127 Idaho at  877.  Ms. Hallam acknowledges that,
with no objection in the district court, she cannot challenge the admissibility of any of the
evidence presented at the hearing.  However, she can challenge the sufficiency of the
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evidence that was submitted.  In this case, Ms. Hallam simply put the State to its proof
to determine whether it could prove the amount of restitution.  Based on I.R.C.P.
50(b)(3), and Wright, Ashley, and Faught, Ms. Hallam submits that her restitution claim
was preserved for appeal.
CONCLUSION
Ms. Hallam requests that this Court reconsider its conclusion that Ms. Hallam’s
restitution claim was not preserved for appeal.
DATED this 11th day of January, 2017.
____/S/_____________________
JUSTIN M. CURTIS
Deputy State Appellate Public Defender
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